Dear Student,

62nd Convocation and Honorary University Fellowship Conferment Ceremony

I take great pleasure in inviting you to view the 62nd Convocation and Honorary University Fellowship Conferment Ceremony via live broadcast at LT3, Ho Sin Hang Campus which will be held on Tuesday, 5 September 2017 at 2:30 p.m.

Among other University-wide events, the Convocation and Honorary University Fellowship Conferment Ceremony is one of the most cherished customs of the University in celebrating the beginning of an academic year. The Ceremony is presided by the University Council Chairman, and the congregation would be addressed by the President and Vice-Chancellor. During the event, the President of the Students’ Union will deliver a Welcome Sharing, followed by declaration of the Student Charter of the University by all freshmen. Through the Student Charter, students pledge to pursue whole person development beyond the mere acquisition of knowledge throughout their university life.

What makes this occasion more special is the tradition of the University to combine the Convocation for freshmen with the Conferment of Honorary University Fellowship. The Honorary University Fellowship is a high accolade bestowed on individuals who have made significant contributions to society and rendered continuous support to the University. We honour their achievements and would hope to leverage their success as sources of inspiration to our students. I hope that you will be able to learn from their life experience and gain insight from these role models for your personal growth and development.

All freshmen (undergraduate and postgraduate) are encouraged to participate in this important event. Owing to the limited seating capacity at the Academic Community Hall where the ceremony will be held, you are invited to view the ceremony via live broadcast at LT3 instead. Interested students may visit http://www.hkbu.edu.hk/ar/convocation for details of the event or call our office at 3411 6647 for enquiries.

On behalf of the University, I would like to welcome you once again and wish you a fruitful experience and a rewarding study at the University.

Yours sincerely,

SO Kwok Sang
Academic Registrar
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